
 
 
 

KARA WANG, OSRIC CHAU, SARA CANNING, BARBARA NIVEN AND ANTONIO CUPO 
SHARE ONE LAST 

‘CHRISTMAS AT THE GOLDEN DRAGON,’ 
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING NOVEMBER 11, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL 

 
Part of the Network’s Annual “Countdown to Christmas” Programming Event 

 
STUDIO CITY, CA – October 31, 2022 – Kara Wang (Top Gun: Maverick,  “Good Trouble”) 

and Osric Chau (“The Flash,” “Nancy Drew”) are siblings who must face a future without the 
family business in “Christmas at the Golden Dragon,” a new, original movie premiering 
Friday, November 11 (8 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel, as part of the network’s annual 
“Countdown to Christmas” programming event.  Sara Canning (“A Series of Unfortunate Events”), 
Barbara Niven (“Chesapeake Shores”) and Antonio Cupo (“Blood & Treasure”) also star.  

Growing up, Romy (Wang) and Rick (Chau) spent the holidays working at their parents’ 
popular Chinese restaurant, the Golden Dragon.  When Romy’s boyfriend Blake (Markian Tarasiuk, 
“Virgin River”) invites her to spend the holidays with his family in Vermont, she is thrilled that her 
parents let her off the hook, so she can finally experience a “real Christmas.”  Her brother Rick 
currently works for the restaurant fulltime while he figures out his future, but secretly harbors a 
passion for cooking.  When Rick and Romy’s parents (Sharon Crandall, “Pillow Talk” and Vincent 
Cheng, “The Romeo Section”) announce they will be closing the Golden Dragon for good just 
before the holidays, the siblings must each figure out what that means for their futures.  Also 
impacted by the news are the landmark restaurant’s loyal patrons and staff: workaholic executive 
Veronica (Canning) who longs to be a mother; recent widow Jane (Niven), who is planning her 
first Christmas without her husband; Nate (Cupo), a single father trying to do the best by his 
daughters during the holidays; and helpful delivery driver Miguel (Jason Fernandes, “Cruel 
Summer”) who is hoping to secure a college scholarship.  As each of them face the closure of the 
Golden Dragon, they discover what Christmas and family truly means to each of them. 

“Christmas at the Golden Dragon” is from Timeless Pictures and Basset Hound 
Distribution.  Aidan Heatley, Ben Silverman, Michael R. Goldstein and Alexandre Coscas are 
executive producers.  Cynde Harmon is producer.  David Strasser directed from a script by 
Melynda Bissmeyer &  Emily Ting. 
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